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recent disturbances, has escaped from Palestine into Trans-
jordan territory. This is a source of gratification to both
Government and Arabs. The Government are relieved because,
while it was imperative to rid the country of a foreign agitator,
his capture would have been embarrassing; the Arabs because
he has apparently concluded his spectacular career with honour
and without surrender.
danzig without herr greiser
Herr Greiser, President of the Senate in Danzig, is leaving
for a long holiday owing to ill health. It is said in Berlin that he
will not return and that his illness will last until a suitable suc-
cessor has been found.
an official secrets case
Charges under the Official Secrets Act were heard in camera
against a draftsman named Eric Joseph Gardner Camp at the
Central Criminal Court. He was charged with having, for pur-
poses prejudicial to the safety or interest of the State, made
a note calculated to be, or that might be, directly or indirectly
useful to an enemy—a note of the performance figures of certain
aircraft; with having between the same dates and for the same
purposes recorded certain information useful to an enemy—
relating to the performance figures of a certain aircraft; and
with having in his possession a note which related to the per-
formance figures of a certain aircraft in a prohibited place,
which had been obtained owing to his position, and retaining
that note in his possession and control when he had no right to
do so. He was found "Not Guilty" on the first two counts, but
"Guilty" on the third count. The judge took the unusual step
of binding him over for two years to be of good behaviour and
o report each month to Detective-Inspector Cooper, to let him
know where he is working and what he is doing.
A. E. housman's poems
A number of new poems by A. E. Housman have been
published, some of which are even more bitter than those in
A Shropshire Lad^ and others as beautiful as anything he ever
wrote.
A long lawsuit
A lawsuit between two villages near Lyons, Beaufort and
Les Chapelles, over the possession of Mont Treicel, a hill in
the neighbourhood, has been settled by arbitration. The lawsuit
began in 1603.
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